FROM CONCEPTION TO CREATION

We have put together a Roller & Vertical Collection that contains exciting and inspirational fabrics.

The Style Studio Collection encapsulates a beautiful array of contemporary weaves and designs in trending neutrals, earthy tones and vibrant hues.

All materials have been designed and produced to guarantee you receive only outstanding quality fabrics.

Colours have the power to transform our homes into something extraordinary. Whether you’re looking to create a sanctuary of relaxation with gorgeous neutrals, or embrace a creative vibe with bold hues, we have the exact shade you desire.

Co-ordinating blinds within your home has never been easier with an assortment of plains, weaves and prints now tonally matched to Palette shades giving you perfectly harmonised blinds.

IMPORTANCE OF COLOUR

the Featured Fabric: Burst Mandarin

the Featured Fabric: Arden Biscotti
WARM & COOL COLLABORATION

Clever warm and cool collaborations

Trending tip: Pairing warm and cool tones means all other accent colours will respond exquisitely ensuring you have an interior base that will last a lifetime.

Pick a warm cream then combine it with a deep purple, blue or green for a look that will command attention.

Yellow-based creams

Pink-based creams

Red-based creams

CONTEMPORARY style
NEUTRALS

Crisp, clean whites and creams

Capture a fresh and refined look with the use of light creams.

Transform a room’s mood and build a prestigious feel by infusing lights with stark blacks.
BLUES & GREENS

Trending twosome

Blues and Greens are colours that never date as they have the ability to adapt to and work beautifully in any room.

They have the power to evoke a calming ambience as their tones remind us of nature.

For an artistically abstract style, be courageous and opt for our Tropics Verde print.

Or for a quietly, understated feel try our Sketch Ocean print.

Use this pastel shade to create a calm, peaceful mood.

Featured Fabric: Tranquility Luna

Featured Fabric: Tropics Verde

Featured Fabric: Sketch Ocean

Featured Fabric: Banlight Fresh Apple

crisp, cooling, fresh colours
Be bold, be daring...

Featured Fabric: Otto Turmeric

ORANGE & YELLOWS

Instantly update your room by injecting a burst of colour with these luminous hues.

For maximum impact, accent your room with Otto Turmeric to inspire the senses, or bring a room to life and add a flash of excitement with Flair Mandarin.

Intense yellows and oranges work wonderfully when combined with cool greys and blues.

Featured Fabric: Flair Mandarin
PINKS & PURPLES

Reinvent your panel and use Luxe Orchid for modern twist on a classic style.

This delicately woven fabric blends stunningly with all interiors due to its unassuming nature.

Dusky shades conjure an air of romance...

Dazzle with YOLO Fuschia on a crisp white backdrop.

Featured Fabric: YOLO Fuschia

Featured Fabric: Luxe Orchid

Featured Fabric: Spectrum Orchid
GREYS & BLACKS

Sophisticated Monochrome

Greys and blacks work effortlessly within a home and are versatile to allow you to create a style that is distinctly your own.

Why not try combining complementary fabrics to create a contemporary vibe.

Featured Fabric: Tropics Noir

There’s a shade to suit every taste...
View our outstanding spectrum of 65 trending colours with varying warm and cool qualities and intensities of depth. With fire retardant and stay fresh properties, the Palette range of fabrics is ideal for kitchen and bathroom use.

ponder over our perfect pigments!
For areas where excessive sunlight is an issue, Banlight is the perfect solution. This high performance blackout fabric provides control over light, giving you a peaceful night's sleep.

Coated with a co-ordinating shade on the back ensures your blind is as aesthetically appealing from the exterior of your home as it is from the inside.
TEXTURES

Using textures within your home can absorb light and convey a feeling of warmth and comfort.

The Style Studio collection contains a varied selection of raised textures to choose from.

Atlantex

Atlantex is a robust and durable textured fabric that has fire retardant properties and a stay fresh coating, making it perfect for your kitchen and bathroom.

Odessa

An intricately woven textured fabric that will add a subtle element of intrigue to any interior space.

Linenweave

A classic fabric style available with either warm or cool undertones depending on the desired look.
BORDERS

Add accent colours with ease.

Border prints provide the perfect opportunity to add a flash of colour with minimal effort.

Keep it classic with Morning Glory.

Go delicate and detailed with Vine & Butterfly or contemporary with Skyline.
SHEERS

Vintage inspired

Sheers have the unique capability to induce a serene ambience as they soften the light entering a space. The semi-translucent fabric gives a lighter, more expansive feel.

Choose from a variety of coloured and patterned sheers.
CHILDREN’S PRINTS

Ranging from newborn to primary school age, there is a selection of printed designs to suit everyone. All fabrics are blackout giving your children a quality night’s sleep.

Our vibrant prints have been designed to co-ordinate with Banlight shades for harmonising blackouts.
A flawless finish

With a choice of finishes and a variety of operating methods, the Senses Roller blind is both a stylish and practical choice. Senses Roller combines the most desirable aesthetic features with sleek and innovative design.

Complete your look with one of our striking finishes and co-ordinate your blind with our complementary endcap colours.

Look out for our new Gunmetal Grey colour coming soon!

What works for you?

You have a wide range of operating methods available for your Senses blind.

Chain operated
Select a metal or plastic chain in a variety of colours to complement your blind. Corresponding child safety components are also available.

Slow-Rise
A sophisticated one touch operation allowing you to select the ‘rise’ speed and ‘stop’ position of your blind, for simple control at your fingertips.

For ultimate luxury and convenience, select the motorised control option using a remote to control your blind. A quiet and smooth operation, the motor and battery are both discreetly contained within the blind to maintain the stylish appearance. Powershade is entirely child safe by design, giving you peace of mind.

Coming soon, Senses Vertical, bringing the same beautiful style and colour options.
ACCESSORIES

Make your blind your own!

Why not personalise your blind with our wide range of blind accessories. Whether you’re looking to add some sparkle, make a statement with some contrasting colour or add some detail with a decorative pull – there is something for everyone.

View the full selection of accessories in our Roller collection book.